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Abstract
In considering daily commodity data for use in practical trading systems, mapping that
accounts for rollover at contract expiry is required to modify the data. This is because the
individual contract data that constitute a conventional time series do not account for
contract expiry and the roll that is inherent in it. Both mapped and unmapped data series
for certain key commodities are investigated using econometric PARCH models. The
significance of such an approach is that the creation of time series that account for roll
will allow more accurate back testing of any algorithmic trading system.
Keywords: Algorithmic trading, commodity returns, mapping, PARCH, rollover.
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1. Introduction
The most important aspect of any algorithmic system is to ensure the data with which
the system is back-tested is correct and completely agrees with the data of the platform
which is then used to trade. Generally most studies in econometrics do not specify which
type of data is used, whether futures or spot, or at which time the data is taken. The
application of any of the theoretical models to real life trading situations is rare. Finding
the correct prices for back testing is more difficult than was initially thought. It is
therefore not straightforward to obtain the data required to back test. Such data is
normally obtained from two places: Bloomberg and Thomson Reuters Datastream. In
order for a real time series to be created, it is necessary to search and download the prices
available for each individual active (front month) contract for the given security. The data
obtained then needs to be mapped if futures contracts are being considered since these
expire on a regular basis. Carrying out an analysis on any data that is not mapped makes
it inapplicable to real life trading systems for these are based on continuous data sets. The
aim of this study is to show how the unmapped and mapped data differ econometrically.
Showing this will confirm that any analysis carried out for the purposes of real life
trading requires mapped data to be used because the differences between the mapped and
unmapped data can be significant.
The data section describes the data and degrees of homoscedasticity. The main issue with
such data sets is that for a trading algorithm to be applied, the data itself must be
continuous and contemporaneous for security spreads, if considered. Due to the existence
of monthly contracts, expiry of the front month contract means the second month contract
then becomes the new front month contract, and since these prices differ, a rollover or
basis exists. If this roll is not taken into account, any trading system will misestimate the
profits generated. The value and significance of the roll differs greatly from instrument to
instrument. It has been found to be significant for most instruments, greatest of all in
energies and least of all in metals, considered as a percentage of price.
This chapter will analyse the differences, econometrically, between data that has been
mapped and data that is unmapped. This is significant for algorithmic trading because the
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roll that exists can significantly change a data set. When a model is optimised based on
the data, it is clear how having incorrect data with respect to real life trading situations
can lead to a very erroneous and wrong optimised algorithm parameters. The significance
of the rollover will be compared econometrically by running PARCH (Power
Autoregressive Conditional Homoscedasticity) models and the various coefficients within
the models will be analysed across securities. If coefficients change significantly between
a single time series, one that has been mapped and one that is unmapped, then it will be
concluded that the impact of roll is large.
2. Literature Review
As pointed out by Karanasos et al.

(2018) modelling the stochastic properties of

commodity and financial returns has attracted wide attention to the fields of energy and
financial economics, given their important practical implications for investors. For
instance, interpreting the stochastic properties of returns may assist investors in terms of
forecasting market movements, while strong relationships between commodity and/or
financial returns would indicate limited portfolio diversification opportunities for them.
Even though, there is a considerable amount of literature that has examined the returns
properties of international financial markets such as those of equity, foreign exchange,
and bond, and their cross-shock and volatility spillovers (see, e.g., Aloui et al., 2011;
Bubák et al., 2011; Coudert et al., 2011; Philippas and Siriopoulos, 2013; Caporale et al.,
2014; among others), many studies have also been investigating the returns
characteristics of commodity markets.
From the aforementioned rapidly expanding literature, many studies have analysed the
stochastic properties of commodity returns, including those of metals (see O.Connor et
al., 2015 and Vigne et al., 2017 for recent surveys on precious metals). For instance,
Watkins and McAleer (2008) claim that the conditional volatility of aluminium and
copper returns have been time-varying when analysed over a long horizon using a rolling
AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model. Choi and Hammoudeh (2010) instead run a Markovswitching model and argue that spot commodity returns (i.e., Brent oil, WTI oil, copper,
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gold and silver) display disparate volatility persistence in response to financial and
geopolitical crises. Vivian and Wohar (2012) in their analysis support that the volatility
persistence of spot commodity returns, including those of precious metals, remains on
high levels even when structural breaks are considered.
Sensoy (2013) further affirm that the volatility of palladium and platinum, unlike that of
gold and silver, displayed some inflationary dynamics during the turbulent year 2008
using spot price data over the period January 1999 to April 2013. Arouri et al. (2012), on
the other hand, by employing parametric and semiparametric methods provided solid
proof of long range dependence in the conditional returns and volatility processes for the
daily precious metals (i.e., gold, silver, platinum and palladium). Whereas, Demiralay
and Ulusoy (2014) have examined short and long trading positions and demonstrated that
long memory volatility specifications under student-t distribution perform well in
forecasting a one-day-ahead VaR for both positions.
Some other studies have also examined the links across commodity prices and their
returns and volatility. Ciner (2001) cites that gold and silver futures contracts traded in
Japan are not cointegrated, using daily data from 1992 to 1998. In addition, Erb and
Harvery (2006) support that commodity futures returns have been mostly uncorrelated
with one another, particularly across the different sectors. Nevertheless, by employing
daily data of gold, platinum, and silver futures contracts traded in both the US and
Japanese markets, Xu and Fung (2005) documented strong volatility feedback between
these precious metals across both markets. Choi and Hammoudeh (2010), running a
dynamic conditional correlation model, also report growing correlations among all the
considered spot commodity returns (i.e., Brent oil, WTI oil, copper, gold and silver) over
recent years.
Several studies have further explored the dynamic relationships across both financial and
commodity markets. In particular, Choi and Hammoudeh (2010) discovered signs of
declining correlations between spot commodity returns (i.e., Brent oil, WTI oil, copper,
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gold and silver) and the US.S&P 500 stock market returns over recent years. On the other
hand, Mensi et al. (2013), using a VAR GARCH model, found that there are significant
spillovers in terms of volatility and shock between the S&P 500 stock returns and spot
commodity market returns. More specifically, their estimation outputs showed that past
shock and volatility of such stock returns significantly affect oil and gold market returns.
Cochran et al. (2012), on the other hand, support that the VIX index is a crucial role in
the determination of metal returns and their volatility, employing spot price data on
copper, gold, platinum, and silver from January 1999 to March 2009.
As pointed out by Karanasos et al. (2018) the effect of the macroeconomic performance
on commodity prices and their returns and volatility has also attracted much of attention.
Tulley and Lucey (2007) corroborate that the US dollar is the main macroeconomic
variable that influences gold. Sari et al. (2010) find that spot metal prices (i.e., gold,
silver, platinum, and palladium) display a strong relationship with the dollar-euro
exchange rate. Hammoudeh et al. (2010) argue that of major precious metals (i.e., gold,
silver, platinum and palladium) silver volatility demonstrates a very strong reaction to
that of the dollar-euro exchange rate. By contrast, Hammoudeh and Yuan (2008), provide
evidence that rising interest rates dampen precious metals futures volatilities.
Furthermore, Batten et al. (2010) have explored the macroeconomic determinants of four
different precious metals (i.e., gold, silver, platinum and palladium) and find that the gold
price is highly influenced by monetary variables (with the exemption of the silver price).
Their findings provide supporting evidence of volatility feedback between the precious
metals as well. Finally, a recent study by Andreasson et al. (2016) found indications of
nonlinear causal linkages of commodity futures returns with stock market returns and
implied volatility.
Tansuchat et al. (2009) have carried out an impressive analysis modelling long memory
volatility in a number of agricultural futures returns and they have found that the
FIGARCH (1,d,1) and FIEGARCH (1,d,1) models outperform the conventional GARCH
(1,1) and EGARCH (1,1) models. This is an in-depth analysis looking into many
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agriculturals, but mapping was not considered at any point throughout the analysis and by
looking at the results of this chapter, it will be made clear that the model which best fits a
time series can significantly change when rollover is accounted for and mapped data is
introduced. Of course this analysis appears to be concentrating more on the theoretical
side of the science rather than the more practical trading aspects considered in this paper.
Chatrath et al. (2002) showed that commodity prices are chaotic to a certain degree. This
chapter only considers the prices of four agricultural commodities that tend to ‘spike’
more often since they are less liquid markets. They use ARCH processes to explain the
non-linearity in data, but given the stability of trading algorithms in terms of their returns,
the extra volatility obtained in certain seasons exists but is not significant for a trading
system which trades at a low frequency. This is because the optimisation of the algorithm
takes into account any extra volatility obtained even if it is seasonal.
Vivian and Wohar (2012) noted that the increased volatility exhibited by commodities in
the recent financial crisis was not significant and that there are no resulting volatility
breaks. This is not true for other financial crises, however, where the volatility breaks are
more obvious. For this chapter the recent financial crisis is more of interest as the
optimisations are carried out over 5 years of data. The fact that their findings show no
real evidence of volatility breaks, despite the financial crisis, is important. This is because
the profits obtained from the trading algorithms also show no structural breaks in
volatility even during the financial crisis. This was confirmed from the homoscedastic
nature of the profit profiles obtained.
Ji and Fan (2012) have argued that the impacts of the oil market spill over into other
commodity markets. This may indeed be true in terms of price, but it is clear that after
applying a trading strategy to many instruments, the way in which the algorithm trades
and is optimised for different securities varies. It is important to remember the
significance of diversification along with the idea of trading spreads, which reduces the
exposure to any single commodity. This is linked to the analysis of correlation between
securities where the prices and daily returns may be correlated, but the returns of the
algorithms are not by virtue of the important fact that algorithms will not predict
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securities to be in the same buy/sell positions. Margaronis et al. (2011) have already
demonstrated the fundamental effect of correlation dilution of a diversified trading
system which uses securities that are highly correlated, especially intra-sector.
Cheung and Miu (2010) agree that diversification benefits can be gained by investing in
commodities and also that the diversification benefit of commodities is far more complex
than is generally understood in finance. The fact that commodities regimes are constantly
changing is also interesting as we see a significant amount of heteroscedasticity
throughout our analysis. However, diversifying into portfolios with commodities yielding
a positive risk-return relationship compared to international equities is in line with what
the authors believe, given that commodities’ low volatility leads to lower returns. The
RGZ algorithms (2010a and 2010b) have proved, however, that being diversified
correctly can lead to a superior portfolio performance even in times of a bearish
commodity environment. This is due to the inclusion of security spreads, single securities
in different sectors and asset classes in the portfolio, as well as dilution effect on the daily
return correlations mentioned earlier, which generate a profit profile that is truly
diversified and offers a superior return-risk characteristic.
Based on the past literature suggestions, unlike copper, empirical evidence in relation to
gold has attracted much of the interest along with silver and some other metals. In
addition, a few studies have examined the effect of the recent crisis on the stochastic
properties of metal returns; however, they only consider spot price data.
The aim of this paper is to analyse the impact of the recent crisis on the volatility
dynamics of various futures returns, namely copper, platinum, RBOB, heating oil, WTI
and natural gas and by using different econometric techniques and data compared to the
wide existing literature. More specifically, we will employ the APGARCH model (it is
sufficiently flexible and allows for asymmetric power modelling of volatility) on two
types of data: mapped and unmapped (see also Karanasos et al., 2018).
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3. Data
This particular study is based on trading the front month contract based on daily prices at
2100 hrs GMT (for most instruments) or at the close of business for each respective
instrument. All data was obtained from Thomson Reuters Datastream and Bloomberg and
the prices are daily for the front month futures contract at that particular time. For
example, on May 5th 2008, the active contract that was trading on that particular date
needs to be obtained so that back testing for that time is carried out on correct data. This
will require knowledge of the correct ticker corresponding to that month. Tickers are
defined by the security, month and year, so a three part code is required for every contract
search. This results in a large number of contracts required to generate a time series.
Given the hours of trading of certain securities, the time to trade algorithmically varies.
The data was selected with respect to the structural breaks that exist. For most time series
the sample size is from January 2007, for five years.
3.1. Mapping Procedure
Karanasos et al. (2018) argued that various procedures have been used to construct
continuous futures series (see Ma et al., 1992). For example, Coakley et al. (2011) and
Gutierrez (2013) roll contracts over to the next ones on the first business day of the
contract month in analysing a wide range of futures. Martikainen and Puttonen (1996)
roll the contract over to the next a week before the contract expires in analysing the
Finnish stock index futures market. Hou and Li (2016) roll contracts over to the next ones
ten working days before maturity in analysing both the S&P 500 and the CSI 300 stock
index futures markets.
Moreover, our findings have implications for the literature on rolling over futures
contracts and/or the so-called expiration effect in futures markets, pointed out by
Samuelson (1965). Since our estimations on the time-varying volatility persistence are
generally the same in relation to the use of mapped or unmapped data, they are consistent
with previous related studies on the limited support for the expiration effect in
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commodity futures (e.g., Daal et al., 2006; Duong and Kalev, 2008; Carchano and Pardo,
2009).
Given that, this paper provides comprehensive evidence on the effect of mapping in
relation to the metal futures, future research could focus her attention on analysing such
an impact on the time series properties of other commodity futures (e.g., energy, grains,
softs, etc.) traded in the US and outside the US, including emerging countries (e.g.,
China), thereby providing further light on this issue to the academic community as well
as practitioners.
Finally, unlike most relevant research studies on the linkages among commodity futures,
prices which do not take into account the abnormal volatility in the last weeks of life of
the futures contracts, pointed out by Samuelson (1965) (see, e.g., Hamoudeh and Yuan,
2008; Bhar and Lee, 2011; Ewing and Malik, 2013; Beckmann and Czudaj, 2014;
Sadorsky, 2014; among others), the present paper sheds light on the volatility dynamics
of the considered metal and energy futures and their interactions using two types of data:
unmapped and mapped.
Rollover, or roll, occurs when the current contract of a commodity instrument expires and
the next month contract then becomes the new front month contract. As this happens, the
price of the instrument may jump since the front month contract and next month contract
do not have the same price at the time of rollover (for more details, see Samuelson,
1965). In this first analysis, therefore, the data have not been mapped to account for the
rollover values. It has been discovered that taking into account the roll can significantly
change the time series since these roll values can be significant in the commodities
considered (Margaronis, 2015).
The mapping procedure involves the use of a program. The input for the program is the
entire set of front month contracts obtained as explained earlier in order in a series (front
month contract from January 2007, 5 years of daily settlement data). The program then
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takes the last price of each contract, being the price on expiry of the contract, and lines it
up by date to the price of the second month contract. The program uses a counter for both
the price series and the date series. When the counters match on the day of expiry,
mapping occurs. The front and second month prices on that date are then lined up and
their difference gives the basis or rollover for that contract. This is done consistently
throughout the entire data set and each roll value or basis value is stored and accumulated
in order for a calculation of the cumulative roll or basis to be made [see Figure 1(a)
below]. Mapping data can have a huge impact on a price series if the roll value or basis
value is significant. It is less significant in instruments which do not exhibit large rolls.
However, given that the cumulative roll is required, especially when a trading algorithm
is applied, even if the roll values are not significant the fact that it accumulates over time
makes the mapping procedure imperative no matter the magnitude of the roll or basis.

Unmapped
Jan. Contract

Mapped

Feb. Contract

Jan. Contract

Feb. Contract

Price
($)

Price
($)

Time

Negative roll means the
Feb. Contract must be
shifted up in a graph
transformation

Time

Figure 1(a). Diagram representing mechanism of mapping procedure
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3.2 Metals

Figure 1(b). Mapped and unmapped prices and returns for copper
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In this paper, we explore the effect of the recent financial crisis on two metals futures’
volatility dynamics: copper and platinum. These metal futures are under consideration
due to their sheer daily volumes. Copper, is the main industrial metal, with various
applications in electronics, mainly in wiring. It is far more abundant in comparison to
other metals, and hence it is a useful candidate metal to be considered for this analysis.
It is quite clear that while the two metals have, very different applications, when an
important world event takes place influencing foreign exchange, volatility tends to be
induced in most financial securities. Sensoy (2013) argues that precious metals are used
in times of financial turmoil to hedge and diversify portfolios and as alternative
investment vehicles.
Figure 1(b) shows the price of copper for the past five years. Generally there is a degree
of homoscedasticity. The copper price seems to possess homoscedasticity throughout the
time series. From the plot it is clear that there is a slight difference between the mapped
and unmapped prices. The differences can also be seen in figure 1(b) above where the
logarithmic returns for unmapped and mapped copper prices are shown. These graphs
demonstrate that the inclusion of rollover in any time series can have an impact on the
data, and as predicted earlier, given the smaller level of roll in metals, the effect of
mapping is not as significant for the time series. This will be further investigated in the
analysis section. Platinum is also shown in figure 1(c), where the less significant roll in
metals can again be seen despite differences in heteroscedasticity.
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Figure 1(c). Mapped and unmapped prices and returns for platinum
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3.3. Energies

Figure 1(d). Mapped and unmapped prices and returns for heating oil
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The level of roll for energies such as heating oil is generally very significant. Energies’
futures cannot be traded algorithmically unless some kind of data manipulation is carried
out. The graph of figure 1(d) shows how significant the impact of mapping for the price
and the returns of heating oil is (mapped and unmapped). Generally, the entire time series
seems to be very homoscedastic over the five year period. There seems to be far more
irregularity in the returns of this particular commodity since a greater proportion of the
unmapped returns plot (solid line) can be seen to be larger than the corresponding
mapped returns (dotted line). This means that there is an artificial return in the data due to
the roll. Very similar behaviour can be seen in the plot of RBOB1 in figure 1(e). The
energy commodities seem to have increased volatility in similar periods while also
having quite a significant roll. Heating oil returns seem to be slightly more volatile, but
the level of heteroscedasticity for both instruments is similar, with both experiencing
more volatile returns around the end of 2007 and the beginning of 2008.

1

RBOB stands for Reformulated Blendstock for Oxygenate Blending.
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.

Figure 1(e). Mapped and unmapped prices and returns for RBOB

In the case of WTI it is clear there is a significant difference between the mapped and
unmapped prices, as can be seen in figure 1(f). Despite the very large decline in prices
between the end of 2008 and the beginning of 2009, the data is quite homoscedastic
throughout the sample period, except during the decline. The crisis in 2008 caused a
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volatility in the oil price, which is evident. However, the price resumed its original
behaviour by 2009. In the case of the returns, there is evidence that the mapping
procedure has created a series that is different to the original due to the rolls that have
now been accounted for. These observations are generally quite consistent with what was
seen earlier in figures 1(d) & 1(e).

Figure 1(f). Mapped and unmapped prices and returns for WTI
17

Figure 1(g). Mapped and unmapped prices and returns for Natural Gas
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In figure 1(g) there is a very large inconsistency between the mapped and unmapped data
sets for natural gas. Unfortunately, it is not possible to understand these differences
between mapped and unmapped data sets until the analysis in concluded. By the end of
2009 and the beginning of 2010, there is a three quarter period of increased volatility.
The reason for the very large differences between mapped and unmapped prices in this
case may be due to the significant and sudden loss of homoscedasticity. Generally,
however, the time series is consistent with the presumption that the energy sector of
commodities yields significantly different series after being mapped.

4. PARCH model

In this Section, for the different commodity returns, we will estimate AR-PARCH
models. Since PARCH models require stationary data to be run, the returns of each of the
instruments will be considered. The data was summarised briefly in the data summary
section. For each instrument, the mapped and unmapped returns will be analysed. The
data itself is run through different PARCH models within the Eviews and RATS
software. This is because a pre-analysis showed that a PARCH model was far more
suited to the data than GARCH models, the reason being that the PARCH model allows
estimation of the power or an a priori specification of a power. In a GARCH model this
power is, of course, fixed at a value of 2. The pre-analysis also confirmed that the
heteroscedasticity consistent covariance (Bollerslev-Wooldridge) option for coefficient
covariance was used for robust standard errors. This is due to the nature of the returns, as
seen earlier in the data summary section. The optimisation algorithm selected was the
default Marquardt and the method was chosen to favour accuracy over speed since
computational time was not of particular significance.
After running the data for a number of combinations of models, some very interesting
findings were made. The mapped and unmapped data, as predicted, differed in terms of
coefficients and sometimes even in terms of the model specification which suited the data
best. Throughout the analysis the errors were assumed to be of Gaussian distribution.
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Overall, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to measure the relative
goodness of fit of each model and this was the final criterion by which each model for
each data set was selected. Throughout the analysis, a level of significance of 0.10 was
chosen for the significance of coefficients.
Let commodity returns be denoted by

, where

is the

commodity futures price at time t, and define its mean equation as:

where
∼N(0, ) is the innovation, which is conditionally (as of time t-1) normally
distributed with zero mean and conditional variance . In addition it is specified as a
PARCH(1,1) process2 (a model developed by Ding et al., 1993; see also Karanasos and
Kim, 2006).
Variance Equation:

where α and β denote the ARCH and GARCH parameters, and δ is the power term. The
`persistence' in the conditional variance, in the absence of breaks, is given by c=αk+β,
where

under normality (see Karanasos and Kim, 2006).

The results of both the Augmented Dickey Fuller and Phillips–Perron unit-root tests (not
reported) imply that we can treat all the series (namely the copper, platinum, RBOB,
heating oil, WTI and natural gas) as stationary processes. The summary statistics (not
reported) indicate that the distribution of all the series deviates from normality.

2

In order to distinguish the general PARCH from a version in which δ is fixed (but not necessarily equal to
two) we refer to the latter as (P)ARCH.
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Next, we examine the sample autocorrelations of the power transformed absolute future
returns

for various positive values of δ. Figures 2a to 2f show the autocorrelogram of

from lag 1 to 40 for δ = 0.7, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5 and 2.0. The horizontal lines represent the
confidence interval (CI) for the estimated sample autocorrelations if the
process

is i.i.d.

The empirical justification of the PARCH process is based on the examination of the
sample autocorrelations of the power transformed absolute future returns in the
aforementioned Figures (2a to 2f below) . In particular our estimates show (in all cases
but one; that of copper) that for 1<δ<2 the

displays the strongest and slowest

decaying autocorrelation at every lag up to at least 40 lags. This result is in line with
previous work on inflation (see Karanasos and Schurer, 2008), growth (see Karanasos
and Schurer, 2005) and stock returns (see Karanasos and Kim, 2006, and Karanasos et
al., 2011, 2016). Furthermore, the power transformations of absolute future returns when
δ=0.7 (Copper), δ=1.5 (Platinum), and δ=1 (RBOB, WTI, Heating Oil) have significant
positive autocorrelations at least up to lag 40.
To explore further the choice of the PARCH process, we calculate the sample
autocorrelations of the absolute value of future returns
as a function of δ for lags
τ=1, 5..., 30 and taking δ=0.125, 0.25, …, 4.0. Figures 3a to 3f below provide the plots of
the calculated
. For example, for lag 30, there is a unique point
equal to 0.7 and
1.2 for copper and WTI respectively, such that
reaches its maximum at this point:
for
. For the case of platinum and RBOB the autocorrelation for
lag 20, reaches its maximum at equal to 1.0 and 1.20 accordingly, whereas for heating
oil and natural gas the sample autocorrelograms show maximum ρ for lag 1 and δ equal
to 1.0 and 2.0 correspondingly.
All the instruments considered will follow this model, but some will differ due to
symmetry, meaning the asymmetry term (γ) will not exist in that particular model. The
coefficients of each individual series (mapped and unmapped) are shown later.
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Figure 2(a). Autocorrelation of

Figure 2(b). Autocorrelation of

from high to low- Copper

from high to low- Platinum
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Figure 2(c). Autocorrelation of

Figure 2(d). Autocorrelation of

from high to low- RBOB

from high to low- Heating Oil
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Figure 2(e). Autocorrelation of

Figure 2(f). Autocorrelation of

from high to low- WTI

from high to low- Natural Gas
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Figure 3(a). Autocorrelation of

at lag 15, 20, 25 and 30- Copper

Figure 3(b). Autocorrelation of

at lag 1, 5, 10 and 20- Platinum
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Figure 3(c). Autocorrelation of

Figure 3(d). Autocorrelation of

at lag 5, 10, 20 and 25- RBOB

at lag 1, 10, 15 and 25- Heating Oil
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Figure 3(e). Autocorrelation of

Figure 3(f). Autocorrelation of

at lag 1, 15, 25 and 30- WTI

at lag 1, 5, 10 and 15- Natural Gas
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5. Empirical Analysis

Let it be noted that throughout the analysis the AIC was minimised for each instrument
by running different versions of the models.
5.1. Metals
Copper Returns
The mapped and unmapped copper returns fitted almost identical models with only the
power favoured being slightly different. Both favoured asymmetric (P)ARCH models
with very similar fixed powers [0.72 for the mapped and 0.71 for the unmapped, see
Table 1(a)].
Platinum Returns
In the case of the platinum returns the models were actually identical with both mapped
and unmapped sets of returns favouring PARCH models, favouring symmetric (P)ARCH
models and a fixed power of 1.60.
From the results it is clear that the metals’ roll is not significant. The mapped and
unmapped data yield very similar results and have an almost identical model. Further, the
coefficients are almost exactly the same. This supports the suggestion made earlier that
the rollover on metals is less significant. The impact on the results of mapping the data is
not crucial in this case. A trading algorithm optimised on unmapped data may therefore
not be erroneous in reality with respect to the trades it makes.
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Metals
Copper

α
β
γ
δ
φ

1

Platinum

Unmapped
0.055 *
(0.011)
0.941 *
(0.013)
0.806 *
(0.167)

Mapped
0.057 *
(0.012)
0.937 *
(0.014)
0.802 *
(0.167)

% change

0.720
-0.055 *
(0.026)

0.710
-0.053 *
(0.026)

1.39%

-2.96%
0.37%

Unmapped
0.088 *
(0.021)
0.906 *
(0.023)

Mapped
0.088 *
(0.021)
0.906 *
(0.022)

1.600
0.108 *
(0.030)

1.600
0.108 *
(0.030)

%
change
0.08%
-0.03%

0.54%

3.35%

0.00%
-0.27%

All figures are to 3d.p.
Results in bold signify percentage change greater than 30%
Standard errors are shown in brackets
*Coefficient is significant at a 5% level
Table 1(a) Table of results showing coefficients for unmapped and mapped data and their
percentage changes for metals

In this case the roll is not significant, hence the models throughout for each instrument,
even if mapping has been carried out, are similar. Since the roll is not large, the data is
not transformed as much, so similar models should result, as expected. The results clearly
show this with a maximum percentage change being in α for copper at 2.96%, which is
far less than the 30% change tolerance set.
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5.2. Energies
RBOB Returns
In the case of energy commodities such as RBOB and heating oil, the rollover is
considered to be larger than in most other sectors, so the differences in model between
the mapped and unmapped data are expected to be quite substantial.
The mapped and unmapped returns for RBOB also have quite a significant roll, which
explains why the models for the RBOB mapped and unmapped returns differed so much
[see Table 1(b) below]. In the case of the unmapped returns, an asymmetric (P)ARCH
model was favoured with a fixed power at 1.10. However, for the mapped returns a
GARCH model (that is with a fixed power of 2.00) was favoured.
Heating Oil Returns
For heating oil the values of the roll were quite significant, which explains why the
models for the mapped and unmapped returns differed so much. The unmapped heating
oil returns favoured an asymmetric (P)ARCH model with a power fixed at 0.92. On the
other hand, the mapped returns favoured a symmetric (P)ARCH model and the power
was fixed at 1.55. Thus, the models were very different due to the power values and the
presence of asymmetries in the unmapped data [see Table 1(b) below].
WTI Returns
The mapped and unmapped returns for WTI also favoured models that differed. In the
case of the unmapped returns, an asymmetric (P)ARCH model was favoured with power
fixed at 1.18. In the case of the mapped returns, however, the same model specifications
were favoured, with the significant difference that the power was fixed at 1.42.
Natural Gas
Similar to RBOB, the returns for natural gas favoured very different models for
unmapped and mapped returns. The unmapped returns favoured a symmetric GARCH
model (power being 2.00). On the other hand, the mapped returns favoured a symmetric
(P)ARCH model where the power was fixed at 1.3 [see Table 1(b) below].
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From the results it can be concluded that the roll does in fact have a significant impact on
the data in the case of energies. This can be clearly seen from the data, as the unmapped
data favours a model of asymmetry in three cases, whereas mapped data favours a model
of symmetry in two out of the four cases (that is RBOB and heating oil). This suggests
that in this particular case, not accounting for roll introduces an asymmetric component to
the behaviour of the data over time. There is also a significant change in the value of the
power parameter, which impacts the model greatly. Interestingly however, the values of
the other coefficients are not very different (see Table 1b).
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Energies
Heating
Oil

RBOB
Mapped
0.059 *
(0.017)
0.927 *
(0.020)

γ

Unmapped
0.061 *
(0.021)
0.931 *
(0.023)
0.520 *
(0.250)

δ

1.100

2.000

α
β

%
change
2.60%
0.40%

-81.82%

%
change

Unmapped
0.042 *
(0.013)
0.958 *
(0.013)
0.642 *
(0.243)

Mapped
0.040 *
(0.011)
0.958 *
(0.013)

-0.03%

0.920

1.550

-68.48%

5.38%

Energies
Natural
Gas

WTI
Unmapped

Mapped

γ

0.047
(0.026)
0.946 *
(0.021)
0.887
(0.594)

0.049
(0.028)
0.939 *
(0.021)
0.685
(0.462)

δ

1.180

1.420

α
β

φ1

%
change
-4.26%
0.74%
22.77
%
20.34%

Unmapped

Mapped

0.065 *
(0.017)
0.918 *
(0.018)

0.204 *
(0.037)
0.852 *
(0.023)

2.000

1.300

%
change
-214%
7.19%

35%

-0.072*
(0.032)

All figures are to 3d.p.
Results in bold signify percentage change greater than 30%
Standard errors are shown in brackets
*Coefficient is significant at a 5% level
Table 1(b) Table of results showing coefficients for unmapped and mapped data and their
percentage changes for energies
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The reason why the RBOB and natural gas changes are slightly larger may be connected
with the storage implications in reality. This means there can be very large spikes in
prices, which can have an impact on the roll if the spike occurs at rollover. This may also
be due to larger errors in the data for the same reasons. The results for WTI showed that
of all the energies it is the least sensitive to mapping, with none of its parameter
percentage changes exceeding the tolerance set. On the other hand, the natural gas returns
yielded results that show the mapped and unmapped data is significantly different,
primarily because the model is different. Generally, however, there is a significant
difference between mapped and unmapped data for energies and the results confirm this.

5.3. Results allowing the conditional means and variances to switch across the
breakpoints
Karanasos et al. (2018) stated that the financial crisis of 2007-08 and the European
sovereign-debt crisis that occurred afterwards affected seriously the financial and
commodity markets around the world. Given the negative macroeconomic environment
and the widespread fear of an international systemic financial collapse, an interesting
issue is whether the main stochastic properties of the underlying financial time series of
these markets have been affected by the crisis. In another paper Karanasos et al. (2014)
do indeed, find time varying characteristics in the persistence of the volatility of stock
market returns during that period. Surprisingly, the effect mentioned above in relation to
the commodity futures markets has drawn little attention. To the best of our knowledge,
the studies by Vivian and Wohar (2012) and Sensoy (2013) are the only ones to date to
have examined the impact of the recent crisis on the volatility of commodity returns, even
though they consider spot price data.
This paper contributes to the existing literature in the following ways. First, we employ
several modern econometric approaches for univariate time series modelling, amongst
which we consider the possibility of breaks taking place in the volatility dynamics of
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these metal futures returns to capture the different stages of the recent financial crisis. In
particular, we employ Bai- Perron test to identify the number and estimate the timing of
breaks, both in the mean and volatility dynamics. Then, we use these breaks in the
univariate context, by adopting a (P)ARCH model, to determine changes in the volatility
persistence. Based on Karanasos et al. (2018) knowledge of the time-varying volatility
persistence and the spillovers mechanism adopted in this paper could be of high
importance to investors since they could give rise to time-varying trading strategies,
thereby minimising the risk exposure and maximising the returns.
Second, our estimation outputs affect other related research areas in the empirical finance
and economics literature. We achieve this by providing consistent empirical findings to
the extensive literature on volatility persistence in financial and/or commodity returns,
which emphasises that these volatility structures exhibit a time-varying pattern (see, e.g.,
Watkins and McAleer, 2008; Choi and Hammoudeh, 2010; Karanasos et al., 2014;
Adesina, 2017; Andriosopoulos et al., 2017; to name a few) driven by structural changes
in volatility induced in the financial system. Our results show that the considered metal
futures are not exceptions.
This Section, reports the baseline results provided by the conditional maximum
likelihood estimates of the (P)ARCH model allowing the conditional means and
variances to switch across the breakpoints identified by the Bai and Perron (2003)
procedure. First we present the breakpoints that we obtained from Bai-Perron and discuss
the potential major economic events that are associated with them. Then we focus our
analysis based on these breaks to discuss the findings produced by our univariate models
in Table 3.
Estimated Breakpoints
An analysis of breakpoints was conducted for each series of returns (Table 2 below) and
squared returns (Table 3 below), where a dummy variable was utilized in order to
determine the precise dates, at which the data's behaviour changed. The breakpoints are
detailed in the two tables shown (Tables 2 and 3) and, using the dates of past events, the
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reasons behind the breaks will be explained where possible. Table 2 reports breaks in the
mean equation, while Table 3 reports the variance breaks. The dates in bold indicate
break dates for which at least one dummy variable is significant in either mean or
variance equation of each commodity series [for instance for platinum 20/08/2008 (see
Table 3) breakpoint

is significant]. In the following breakpoint analysis we will focus

on the significant break dates.
By applying the Bai-Perron (2003) breakpoint estimation procedure on commodity and
squared commodity returns we identify five breaks during the sample period.
Furthermore, there are several cases where the breaks are either identical or very close to
one another, which clearly show the significant impact that some economic events had on
the commodities returns under consideration. The main finding supports the suggestion
that the financial crisis of 2007-2008 and the European sovereign-debt crisis that
followed are reflected in all commodity returns and squared returns series (see Table 2
and 3). However, despite the sharp down-turn in prices during 2008 and early 2009 in
most of the series, prices began to rise again from late 2009 to mid-2010 (a resounding
exception is the case of natural gas, where prices are still falling after 2008, causing
significant problems in exporting countries such as Russia).
Platinum
The platinum time series saw no significant breaks in the mean equation throughout the
period (see Table 2). Metals are non-consumable and recyclable and in the case of
precious metals, they can be considered as reserve currencies. These are probably the
reasons why the metals time series saw no significant breaks in their time series. In the
case of breaks in the variance (Table 3), where the squared returns are utilised, the
platinum series experiences two significant breaks. One occurred in August 2008 and
shortly before the Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae takeover by the Federal
Reserve Bank (FRB) and the other in January 2009, when the FRB began purchasing
mortgage backed securities guaranteed by the same companies. This may be explained by
the use of precious metals in times of financial turmoil as reserve currencies, where a
sudden surge in demand for them is manifested as confidence in other securities falls.
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Natural Gas
The natural gas time series saw no significant breaks in the mean equation throughout the
period (see Table 2). In the case of breaks in the variance, there are two significant break
dates: one on the 9th of October 2008 and one on the 26th February 2009 (Table 3). The
first break occurred during the worst week for the stock market in 75 years, meaning
economic confidence and stability were at a historically low level, hence affecting
demand for consumables such as natural gas. Another factor that might explain the break
in October of 2008 could be the start of the winter months in Europe, where natural gas is
used for household heating. The second break (26th of February 2009) took place when
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) announced its list of `problem banks',
as well as huge losses being announced by Fannie Mae. Once more the economic
confidence must have been affected by these two events.

Furthermore, the end of

February marks the end of the harsh winter in many parts of Europe, where natural gas is
used to heat households, adding a reason that might explain the displayed break.
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PARCH Models with Breaks
In this Section, for the different commodity returns we will estimate AR power ARCH
models with structural breaks (for applications of GARCH models with structural breaks
see Karanasos et al., 2014 and the references therein).
Let commodity returns be denoted by

, where

is the

commodity futures price at time t, and its mean equation be defined as:

where

∼N(0,

) is the innovation, which is conditionally (as of time t-1) normally

distributed with zero mean and conditional variance

.

are dummy variables defined

as 0 in the period before each break and 1 after the break. The breakpoints τ=1,2,..,5 are
given in Table 2 and 3 above. In addition

is specified as a PARCH(1,1) process:

where α and β denote the ARCH and GARCH parameters, and δ is the power term. The
`persistence' in the conditional variance, in the absence of breaks, is given by c=αk+β,
where

under normality.

Table 4 below reports the baseline results provided by the conditional quasi maximum
likelihood (QML) estimates of the (P)ARCH(1,1) model allowing the conditional means
and variances to switch across the breakpoints [see Eq. (1) and (2) above] identified by
the Bai and Perron (2003) procedure. The tests for remaining serial correlation suggest
that all the models seem to be well-specified since there is no remaining autocorrelation
in either the standardized residuals or squared standardized residuals at the 5% statistical
significance level. In the case of the two constants (φ₀, ω) as well as the autoregressive
coefficients the effects of breaks are insignificant in all of the cases. As far as the
conditional variance is concerned, the ARCH parameter (α) shows time varying
behaviour with one break in the case of platinum. The GARCH parameter (β) shows two
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significant breaks in the cases of platinum and natural gas. As far as the power parameter
is concerned, it is fixed and equal to 1.60 and 1.30 for platinum and natural gas
respectively (different from either zero or unity).

Forecasting using spectral techniques
In this section we employ spectral techniques in order to forecast the commodity prices,
namely platinum and natural gas (to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
forecasting using spectral techniques has been employed in commodity prices data). In
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particular we implement an algorithm suggested by Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983).
The basis of the method is the moving average representation:
, where c(0)=1 and ε is fundamental for Y
Spectral techniques permit us to compute an estimate of the Fourier transform of c, which
in turn can be employed to compute forecasts. In this study we will attempt to forecast
the prices of platinum from 30th of April 2012 (end of our original dataset) to 29th of June
of 2012 or for 45 steps ahead. In the case of natural gas we will forecast the price for 117
steps ahead since the end of our original dataset is 18th of January 2012. The reason
behind the choice of that period (end of June 2012) lies in the fact that during the first
quarter of 2012 United Kingdom (UK) announced a negative growth rate for a second
consecutive time, formally entering a recession, while the euro zone showed negative
growth rates for three consecutive quarters (2011Q4 to 2012Q2) after the recession of
2009. It would be only some months later that the euro zone would experience a double
dip recession. Hence it would be interesting to investigate whether or not the forecasting
technique was be able to capture the effects of this negative economic atmosphere (on the
commodity prices) that dominated the European economy.
During the period under consideration (daily data covering a period from January 2007 to
April 2012) the commodity prices went through many variations due to the financial and
the EU sovereign debt crisis of 2007-2008 and 2009-present respectively. Hence,
employment of forecasting methods that are not sensitive to dynamic variations such as
the aforementioned is a vital stage of the estimation procedure. Therefore, taking into
consideration the properties of the spectral forecasting method, could be considered as an
appropriate technique for the forecasting of the commodity prices.
Figure 1(h) below displays the history and the forecast for each of both the mapped and
unmapped commodity prices3. First, notice that regardless of whether the data for each
commodity are mapped or unmapped the trend (blue line in Figure 2 below) is roughly
the same. Specifying the results, in the case of platinum the forecasting algorithm
3

For platinum the forecasting period is 30/04/2012 to 29/06/2012, whereas for natural gas it is
18/01/2012 to 29/06/2012.
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predicts that the prices overall will slightly increase in the period from 30th of April 2012
to 29th of June 2012. In contrast, the predicted prices of natural gas show a clear declining
trend. To check the validity of our results and the accuracy of the forecasting algorithm
we compared the predicted prices (for the unmapped data) with that of the actual prices
during the period under examination and we found that the way they behave (both
predicted and actual series) is very similar4. Hence spectral methods could be a reliable
tool for predicting the future prices of commodities.

Figure 4. Forecasting under spectral analysis

6. Conclusion
From the results presented it can be concluded that some data sets are more
sensitive to others when it comes to data mapping. The analysis was carried out over a
range of commodities in different sectors in order to capture the significance of rollover
in each. The metals results showed how copper prices and platinum prices have a small
4

Actual data during the first two quarters of 2012 for the commodities under investigation are not
plotted graphically, graphs upon request.
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rollover, therefore mapping the data does not significantly change its behaviour. The
model which best fits the data therefore remains very similar for mapped and unmapped
data. On the other hand, the energies’ results showed that the roll does in fact have a
significant impact on the data.
The impact of the roll may not seem substantial; however, in the world of real life
trading, where the front month contract of any instrument is the active contract, the
inclusion of roll into prices used to back test could be the difference between a trading
strategy being successful or not. Therefore, it must be concluded that data mapping
should be an essential pre-analysis carried out before back-testing any trading system.
Just as a PARCH model’s coefficients differ as data is mapped or unmapped, so may the
parameters of a trading algorithm differ too. The more significant the roll for a given
commodity, the larger was the observed difference in model coefficients and general
specification. The significance of the current approach is that the creation of time series
that account for roll will allow more accurate back testing of any algorithmic trading
system that is proposed including those of RGZ Ltd.
The authors would like to thank RGZ Ltd. for the use of their Reagan–class Mapping
Algorithm and its output.
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Appendix
Metals Results Summary
Copper
Unmapped
PARCH
√
Power
0.72
Asymmetry √
ARCH-M
x
AR(1) (φ1) √

Mapped
√
0.71
√
x
√

Platinum
Unmapped
PARCH
√
Power
1.6
Asymmetry x
ARCH-M
x
AR(1) (φ1) x

Mapped
√
1.6
x
x
x
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Energies Results Summary
Heating Oil
Unmapped
PARCH
√
Power
0.92
Asymmetry √
ARCH-M
x
AR(1) (φ1) x

Mapped
√
1.55
x
x
x

RBOB
Unmapped
PARCH
√
Power
1.1
Asymmetry √
ARCH-M
x
AR(1) (φ1) x

Mapped
x
2
x
x
x

WTI
Unmapped
PARCH
√
Power
1.18
Asymmetry √
ARCH-M
x
AR(1) (φ1) x

Mapped
√
1.42
√
x
x

Natural
Gas

PARCH
Power
Asymmetry
ARCH-M
AR(1) (φ1)

Unmapped
x
2
x
x
√

Mapped
√
1.3
x
x
x
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